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KIMBER® INTRODUCES NEW 2019 PRODUCT LINE
EVO SP – PREMIUM STRIKER-FIRED PISTOL
YONKERS, N.Y., November 12, 2018 — Kimber Mfg., Inc., a leading American
firearms manufacturer, today announced the across the board expansion of all it’s
product lines, with the addition of a completely new for 2019 Product Line, EVO
SP™.
With a cutting edge yet functional design, Kimber’s new EVO SP was designed to
be the top of the line choice in subcompact concealed carry pistols.The striker-fired
EVO SP is the ideal choice for shooters that demand a dependable, feature-packed,
compact-size firearm with the benefits of all metal construction for reduced muzzle
rise.The EVO SP CS (Custom Shop) boasts features like Stiplex front and rear cocking serrations, Stiplex front strap checkering, G10 Stiplex-inspired black and gray
grips and backstrap, stainless steel slide and barrel feature FNC finish and matching
frame cuts to accent the slide and overall appearance. Available in 4 different models,
EVO SP Custom Shop, CDP, TLE, and Two-Tone are all chambered in 9mm.

EVO SP (CS)

The EVO SP family pricing is as follows: EVO SP (CS) MSRP $1047, EVO SP
(CDP) MSRP $949, EVO SP (TLE) MSRP $925, EVO SP (TWO-TONE) MSRP
$856.
New for the K6s line of Revolvers, DASA. Kimber’s K6s DASA is the first double and single action trigger variant offered in Kimber’s revolver lineup. While the
platform maintains the benefits of the original K6s, double action trigger pull, compact envelope, six shot capacity, but now offering an option for those that prefer a
single action trigger.The K6s DASA 3 Inch features a 3-inch barrel, smooth no stack
double (9.5-10lb) and single (3-3.5lb) action trigger, white 3-dot sights, knurled
hammer spur, serrated backstrap, and checkered laminate walnut grips. Available in 2
different models, DASA 3 inch and 2 inch, both chambered in .357 Magnum.

K6s DASA 3"

The K6s DASA family pricing is as follows: K6s DASA (2in) MSRP $970 and K6s
DASA (3in) MSRP $970.
The Micro 9™ group of pistols put legendary Kimber dependability into a small
1911-like platform. 9mm power and simple operation make these pistols an ideal
choice for many shooters. A wide variety of models are available, providing a selection of features that meet virtually any need.
For 2019, the Micro 9 welcomes three new models: two Exposed Slide Variant
pistols—Micro 9 ESV (BLACK) with a black frame and slide with gold Titanium
Nitride (TiN) coated barrel, Micro 9 ESV (GRAY) with a charcoal gray frame and
slide with rose copper Titanium CarboNitride (TiCN) coated barrel, and a KHX
Micro 9 ESV (Black)
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model for the Micro 9 platform. Collectively, they are among the finest ultra-compact 9mm hammer-fired pistols
anyone can carry.
The Micro 9 pricing is as follows: MICRO 9 ESV (BLACK) MSRP $799, MICRO 9 ESV (GRAY) MSRP $799,
MICRO 9 (KHX) MSRP $815.
With the addition of the K6s DAO, 2019 brings the addition of a TLE finish for the
K6s in 2- and 3 inch barrels, and LG models for the DC and CDP K6s.The TLE models feature a Matte Black Finish, Tritium night sights, and green and black scalloped
textured G10 three-finger grooved boot grips. For those who require a small package
with mild recoil, K6s provides the power needed for concealed carry, home protection
and many other applications. Best of all, the K6s revolver offers unequaled Kimber
quality, dependability, and performance.
The K6s pricing is as follows: K6s DC (LG) MSRP $1485, K6s CDP (LG) MSRP
$1510, K6s TLE 2in MSRP $1020, K6s TLE 3in MSRP $1020.
Lastly, Kimber has added to their rifle lineup with the Mountain Ascent, now
available in the Subalpine pattern, and an additional caliber offering in the Hunter
Boot Campaign. The Mountain Ascent family of rifles is the ultimate high-country
mountain rifle. Weight shaving standard features such as carbon fiber reinforced stock, K6s TLE 3"
fluted barrel, spiral fluted bolt body & skeletonized bolt knob and extractor bring this
lightweight champion in at a under 5 lbs. while still retaining Sub-MOA accuracy. The Mountain Ascent in Subalpine is now available in 308 Win, 280 Ack Imp, 30-06 Sprg, 300 WSM, 300 Win Mag, while the Hunter Boot
Campaign has added 6.5 Creedmoor.
The Rifle pricing is as follows: Mountain Ascent (Subalpine) MSRP $2082, Hunter (Kryptek® Highlander, Boot
Campaign) MSRP $1005.

Mountain Ascent (Subalpine)

—————
Kimber Mfg., Inc. is an American company that designs and manufactures premium firearms for individual,
sporting, law enforcement and military markets. Complete information on Kimber firearms, accessories and
Less-Lethal products is available at www.kimberamerica.com or by phone from Kimber in-house staff at 1-888243-4522. A detailed product catalog is available upon request. Kimber can also be found on Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube and Instagram.
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